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SUBJECT Swindon Science Park - Water Quality Brief

Introduction

A scope for the modelling work has been developed and agreed between WSP and the Environment
Agency (EA) and WSP has been liaising with each other on the scope for the water quality modelling. The
latest version of the scope and the EA’s response is appended to this progress note.

In summary, the following actions will be undertaken:

· Engage with sub-consultant WRc to undertake SIMCAT modelling for Ammonia, BOD and
Phosphate – WSP

· Prepare an associated report for issue to the EA – WSP

· Review of report and comments - EA

Licences

Swindon Borough Council requested evidence of licences held by the various parties in order to undertake
the modelling work. We can confirm the following:

· WSP has a Low Flows Enterprise licence

· WRc has a Low Flows Enterprise licence

· WRc has a SIMCAT licence

Programme

The proposed original dates were as follows:

8th July 2021 - Agreement on scope

10th August 2021 - Complete modelling and any reporting by 10th August

24th August 2021 - EA to review information and provide response

A brief outline of progress is as below:

25th June 2021 - Confirmatory contact made between parties

30th June 2021 - WSP issues scope issued to EA. Request for meeting by WSP
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2nd July 2021 - EA responds to scope with comments and requirements

6th July 2021 - WSP seeks clarity from EA

8th July 2021 - EA responds with further information but also raises queries and notes that a
response cannot be provided on 9th or 12th July 2021.

8th July 2021 - WSP responds with revised scope

13th July 2021 - Further EA comments received

We will be engaging with the EA throughout the process, to develop the modelling in collaboration.

Inputs by others

Thames Water will be providing some additional data. We have been liaising with Thames Water but now
we have confirmed requirements we will get this data to support the work.

Method of working

§ Whilst we believe the programme is short, it is still achievable.
§ We will engage with the Environment Agency as part of the process so we can agree points as we

progress, to reduce the risk of issues of miscommunication in the deliverables

Robert Thomson CEng MICE
Associate Director
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